Abstract: This paper argues that the jihādi ideology draws upon the authentic and normative traditionalist salafi epistemology, which provides a moral and theological justification for militant jihād. In the current climate of political unrest and conflicts in the Middle East, maintaining a nexus between jihād and authentic Islam is crucial for traditionalist salafism in pursuit of authority, relevance and political interests. Through the misappropriation of the Meccan-Medinan trajectory and the concepts of nash (abrogation) and stract: This paper argues that the jihādi ideology draws upon the authentic and normative ditionalist salafi epistemology, which provides a moral and theological justification for militant ād. In the current climate of political unrest and conflicts in the Middle East, maintaining a nexus ween jihād and authentic Islam is crucial for traditionalist salafism in pursuit of authority, evance and political interests. Through the misappropriation of the Meccan-Medinan trajectory d the concepts of nasẖ (abrogation) and ʾijmāʿ (consensus), the input of salafi scholars and achers revitalizes the discourse around militant jihād as a legitimate vehicle for change and sequently propels jihādi ideology forward.
Introduction
Salafism is a heterogeneous movement (Wagemakers 2016 ) with rival factions who often compete over the slogan "Upon the Prophetic Methodology" in their online literature and social media accounts to legitimize themselves by identifying with the Prophet and his companions. This paper focuses on the traditionalist salafi faction, or "purist" salafis (Wiktorowicz 2006) , which has acquired a substantial following for its authenticity, intellectual consistency, and rooting in Islam's religious tradition. Led by a hierarchy of academically-oriented \ulama (scholars) (Nielsen 2016) , its influence originates from institutional recognition being the state-sponsored religious authority of Saudi Arabia, which is headed by the Kingdom's Grand Mufti. The prominence and international fame of some of its scholars (Nielsen 2016) , coupled with the mediatization of religion , has attracted them a huge following among citizens of other Arab countries.
Previous studies have portrayed the traditionalist salafis as apolitical for a variety of reasons, including their theologically framed discourse, having been co-opted by the Saudi government, and for abstaining from modern methods of political and social organization, concepts, and symbols that are of western origin 1 . Additionally, their online discourse on militant jihād is mainly in Arabic. Therefore, their political activity is not visible, or may not be noticeable, in the modern political sphere. Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 208) referred to them as "purists" whose activities emphasized non-violent methods and focused on "propagation, purification, and education". He suggested that they were "the least likely (of all salafi factions) to support the use of violence" Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 234) . Likewise, Hassan (2016, p. 1) described them as "politically submissive", while Olidort (2016) argued that conservative salafism has been misconstrued and erroneously judged as a political concept, whereas, 1 For instance, the late Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Ibn Bāz (1990, p. 27) , criticized pan-Arab nationalism as an un-Islamic, infidel, oppressive, and immoral entity.
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nd Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Ibn Bāz (1990, p. 27), criticized pan-Arab nationalism as pressive, and immoral entity. ijmā\ (consensus). A recent interview on MBC satellite TV channel with the outspoken former Imam of Mecca's Grand Mosque, Sheikh Al-Kalbāni (2016) , demonstrates the impact of this faction's literature on jihādi groups, such as Dā\ish 2 , the so-called Islamic State (ISIS). Al-Kalbāni admitted that the latter's ideology draws on "our own books, from our own principles": "Dā\ish's ideology is salafi. Their thought is not that of the Muslim Brotherhood, Qutbism, Sufism, or Ash'ari. They draw their ideas from what is written in our own books, from our own principles. Therefore, you find that most of those who criticize it (i.e., among salafi scholars and clerics), they do not criticize its thought; they criticize its actions."
The Importance of the Study
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2
Dā\ish is a pejorative Arabic name for ISIS. 
Materials and Methods
The discussion below will examine some of the online publications and fatwas of a small number of acclaimed traditionalist salafi scholars and preachers who enjoy authority and write on jihād either voluntarily, in an official capacity, or in response to queries from followers. The scholars and preachers fall into two groups:
(1) Those who are employed by the government, are academically-oriented and occupy positions of authority within the religious or academic hierarchy, such as the late and much revered Sheikh \Abd al-\Aziz Ibn Bāz, the former Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia (1993 Arabia ( -1999 , Al-Fawzān, Sālih . (n.d.) , member of the Saudi Council of Senior Scholars and the Permanent Committee for Islamic Research and Ifta', and the Yemini scholar Muh . ammad Al-Mawlid Al-\Ansi, who publishes articles on the Association of Yemeni Scholars' website and online newspapers; and (2) Volunteer preachers who have followers and exercise their authority online through mass media, e.g., by interacting with followers through a website.
The data has been collected from official, professional, and personal websites, and it is broadly representative of the collective opinion of this faction for two reasons. First, the authors of the fatwas are distinguished religious figures who are well known for their expertise and orientation. Second, traditionalist salafism adopts a set of strict rules for generating religious opinions to ensure that rulings are meticulous, methodically sound, and based on textual evidence from Islam's primary sources and the consensus of the prophet's companions (Wiktorowicz 2006; Lauzieri 2010) . These rules act as safeguards for intellectual consistency.
The research starts with an overview of the salafi movement, its creed, and main rival factions. After a brief description of traditionalist salafism and its key characteristics, the Meccan-Medinan trajectory will be discussed as the backdrop for the misappropriation of the concepts of "abrogation" and "consensus". The next section will focus on the argumentation for jihad as presented by Ibn Bāz (n.d.) to pinpoint how abrogation and consensus are misappropriated to justify and propel the jihādi ideology. The final section will explore the traditionalist salafis' online discourse on jihad explaining its types, terms, and conditions, as well as rewards, with the aim of framing jihād as the Muslim's profitable duty and not just for defense. Finally, the conclusion will sum up the findings.
The Salafi Spectrum
Lauzieri (2010) provided an elaborate examination and evaluation of the multiple layers of meaning that have been attached to the word salafism, or salafiyya in Arabic, and its historicity. Essentially, it is a term that sunni puritans use to refer to their rigorous methodology, strict interpretation of monotheism, and literal adherence to Islam's primary sources Lauzieri (2010) . As a spectrum of factions, salafism seek to widen the scope of what they consider as un-Islamic innovation and restrict the range of permitted Islamic practices. Salafi factions generally hold a puritanical approach to Islam by following the Qurān, replicating the model of Prophet Muh . ammad (i.e., the Sunnah), and citing the guidance of the Prophet's companions, whom they refer to as the pious ancestors ("al-salaf al-s . alih . ") for having learned about Islam directly from the Prophet and subsequently provided an accurate account of the Prophetic model (Wiktorowicz 2006, p. 207) .
Despite their differences in strategy, salafi factions share a common \aqīdah (creed) and the goal of establishing an Islamic state or order, in which religion and government are united, and the sharī\ah law is enforced as a comprehensive way of life. While salafi jurisprudence draws strictly on the Qurān and sunnah, it also seeks clarifications from the
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ijmā\ (consensus) to justify and promote militant jihād. All salafi groups show and encourage acts of resistance, by word or deed, when motivated by a sense of external danger or threat from secularism, and through their rivalry and attempt to outdo each other, they contribute to the development and consolidation of online literature on violent jihād.
In a detailed examination of the anatomy of the salafi movement, Wiktorowicz's (2006) identified three major groups within the salafi movement: the purists (i.e., the traditionalist salafis), the politicos (i.e., political Islamists, e.g., the Muslim Brotherhood), and the jihādis (such as the Al-Qā\ida organization and the Islamic State, which is usually referred to by the acronym ISIS). Salafi factions differ in their leadership styles, political methods, social organization, and territories. Likewise, each faction may be more or less oriented towards elitism, violence, intellectual consistency, and revolutionary attitudes. Nonetheless, receiving the same teaching, relying on the same primary sources of Islam, and sharing the \aqīdah (creed) and goal can potentially lead to inter-group interaction, influence, and fluidity in perspectives. At times, differences between individuals or groups may fade away, or individuals may defect or change their loyalty or manhaj (strategy) over time.
Traditionalist salafism
This faction focuses on emulating (taqlīd) the actions and behaviors of the al-salaf al-s .ā lih, i.e., "the pious ancestors" 3 , in a consistent and meticulous way (Wagemakers 2016) . Traditionalist salafism promotes a literal and exclusivist interpretation of the Qurān, the Prophetic sunnah and Islamic law (Saada 2018) . Its followers criticize the modern oppositional and revolutionary methods enacted by other salafi factions, e.g., political Islamists, as being at odds with the Prophetic sunnah and the consensus of the righteous salaf (Wiktorowicz 2006). They portray modern political activism and organization as not only un-Islamic, but also a type of innovative deviancy. For instance, Sheikh Sālih al-Fawzān, member of the Saudi Council of Senior Scholars and the Permanent Committee for Islamic Research and Ifta', denounced activities such as demonstrations and sit-ins as un-Islamic:
"Demonstrations are not the work of Muslims and are not known in the history of Islam. And sit-ins. These are acts of infidels. They are disorder which Islam does not accept. These (acts) are chaos. Islam is a religion of discipline, a religion of order, and tranquility. It is not a religion of chaos and confusion. So demonstrations and sit-ins are not allowed."
Another salafi authority, the late scholar Sheikh Muh . ammad Nāsir Al-Dīn Al-Albāni (2004) criticized the Muslim Brotherhood over their concern with modern oppositional politics at the expense of scholarship and education saying: 3 This is a reference to the Prophet's companions and the first three generation of Muslims . "Sixty years have passed since the Muslim Brotherhood Group was formed, and, in considering the impact of the group's thought upon themselves, there has not been a single scholar among their ranks that people can consult with to learn about the affairs of their religion."
Al-Albāni advised his followers ("educate, then group"), suggesting a sequence of steps towards establishing an Islamic state-education through religious propagation and then grouping to finally realize an Islamic state.
The leadership of the 'ulama has bestowed upon this faction an aura of expert knowledge and authority. For instance, The Council of Senior Scholars (majlis hay'at kibar al-'ulama -) is Saudi Arabia's highest religious authority and acts as an advisory body for the King on religious matters (Bligh 1985) , while the Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research and Ifta' conducts research for the Council and issues rulings in Islamic jurisprudence. Their point of reference for interpreting the Qurān and the Prophetic sunnah (tradition) are the understanding and interpretations of medieval scholars, such as Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn Al-Qayyim, as well as nineteenth century Hanbali-Wahhabism (Wagemakers 2016) . This subservience to the opinions of scholars of the past authenticates the traditionalist salafi's rulings, on the one hand, but it also contains and limits their perspective on contemporary political and global issues.
Proponents of this salafi branch discuss and propagate militant jihād, which Ibn Bāz (n.d.) called the "Jihād by hand", as a suitable strategy in the right time and circumstance, but they refer to their current manhaj as the "Jihād with the tongue and advocacy". From this perspective, the current situation is not yet conducive for an all-out jihād by hand (Ibn Bāz n.d.) because the political climate is analogous to the Meccan period of early Islamic history, when Muslims were a minority amidst hostile and authoritative non-Muslim tribes (Wiktorowicz 2006). They portray themselves as followers of the Prophetic model of the first thirteen years of Islam, when peaceful means of propagation were used for teaching Islam, capacity building, and advising hostile tribal leaders in a diplomatic and considerate way, despite advocating the abrogation of the verses which instructed the Prophet (PBUH) to act in this way. Abrogation is justified by reference to what they present as a binding uniformity with the consensus of the scholars of the past and the pious ancestors.
Nonetheless, and in response to the growing influence and criticism from political Islamists since the nineties, this faction has gradually re-positioned its stance, and, as stated by , it has become more politicized. It must be emphasized though that its political practice remains essentially based on theological grounds. For instance, the Saudi Council of Senior Scholars has issued, in recent years, online fatwas calling for jihād against heads of states, such as Al-Gaddāfi of Libya (Al-Khamīs 2011) and Al-Assad of Syria (Alkhaleejonline 2015, October 6). The carefully worded and substantiated fatwas shifted the discourse around the "Arab Spring" from one of quest for liberty to one of religious jihād. Also, the reference to their manhaj as "jihād with the tongue and advocacy" appears to be intentional to connote pro-activity in the face of what Nielsen (2016) described as online mockery and scorn directed at traditional Islamic authorities for having been perceived as out of touch with modern political realities.
The Meccan-Medinan Trajectory
So, at what point during the revelation of the Qurān did the concept of militant Jihād develop? The Qurān was revealed to Prophet Muh . ammad gradually over a period of approximately 23 years (Islam Q&A 2012) , a fact which has been mentioned in the Book:
"And (it is) a Qur'an which We have separated (by intervals) that you might recite it to the people over a prolonged period. And We have sent it down progressively." There are 114 sūrahs (chapters) in the Qurān: the chronologically earlier 86 of them are referred to as "Meccan", because they were revealed in Mecca prior to the Prophet's and his companions' hijra (migration) to Medina to establish the first Islamic state. The other 28 sūrahs are called "Medinan", because they were revealed after the hijra to Medina. Despite a minor controversy around where exactly the line should be drawn between the Meccan and Medinan sūrahs, this does not impact on the overall trajectory in terms of the themes and temporal order of the sūrahs. That the concept of jihād developed in the latter part of the trajectory, i.e., during the Medinan period, when the Prophet ruled over the first Islamic state, has not been in question.
Thematically, the Meccan sūrahs (chapters) focus on propagation, the \aqīdah (creed) and 
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us .ū l al-dīn (the fundamentals of the religion), as they were addressed to the people of Mecca while Muslims were a minority. The Medinan sūrahs, which were addressed to the people of Medina post-hijra, focus on sharī\ah rules for running the affairs of the first Islamic state, promote jihād as a vehicle for spreading Islam, and mention the h . udūd (legal boundaries) penalties. Al-Khud . airi, Muh . ammad (n.d.), a salafi preacher on the website "alsalafway", draws the following thematic distinction between the Meccan and Medinan Sūrahs:
"The fundamentals of the religion, including commands and prohibitions, are mentioned in the Meccan sūrahs, but the details of these laws and provisions relating to transactions, marriages, preparations for war, sales, h . udud (penalties), and others, these are hardly mentioned in the Meccan sūrahs; rather they are mentioned in the Medinan sūrahs."
Al-Munajjid (2008), the founder of "Islam Q&A" website, agrees that the Medinan sūrahs are characterized by the abundance of verses which mention jihād and its provisions. Though he gives a detailed religious opinion on the topic, there is very little reference to the social and political milieu of the Medinan society which encouraged war. At a time when there was a neat coincidence between territorial boundaries and religious beliefs, war became a vehicle for countering rivalry and hostility. When considered in its entirety, the Meccan-Medinan trajectory displays a temporal order of an evolving, versatile, and context-driven Prophetic methodology (or strategy), ranging from diplomacy and tolerance in Mecca to waging war and jihād in Medina.
To sum up, the trajectory presents a diverse Prophetic strategy for peace and war. So how do the concepts of abrogation (nash ) and consensus (
Salafism is a heterogeneous movement (Wagemakers 2016 ) with rival factions who often compete over the slogan ‫ﺍﻟﻨﺒﻮﺓ‬ ‫ﻣﻨﻬﺎﺝ‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ "Upon the Prophetic Methodology" in their online literature and social media accounts to legitimize themselves by identifying with the Prophet and his companions. This paper focuses on the traditionalist salafi faction, or "purist" salafis (Wiktorowicz 2006), which has acquired a substantial following for its authenticity, intellectual consistency, and rooting in Islam's religious tradition. Led by a hierarchy of academically-oriented ʿulama (scholars) (Nielsen 2016) , its influence originates from institutional recognition being the state-sponsored religious authority of Saudi Arabia, which is headed by the Kingdom's Grand Mufti. The prominence and international fame of some of its scholars (Nielsen 2016) , coupled with the mediatization of religion , has attracted them a huge following among citizens of other Arab countries.
Previous studies have portrayed the traditionalist salafis as apolitical for a variety of reasons, including their theologically framed discourse, having been co-opted by the Saudi government, and for abstaining from modern methods of political and social organization, concepts, and symbols that are of western origin 1 . Additionally, their online discourse on militant jihād is mainly in Arabic. Therefore, their political activity is not visible, or may not be noticeable, in the modern political sphere. Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 208) referred to them as "purists" whose activities emphasized nonviolent methods and focused on "propagation, purification, and education". He suggested that they ijmā\) provide a leeway for traditionalist salafi scholars and preachers to justify jihād as an exclusive international relations strategy for dealing with non-Muslims (or those they classify as such)?
Al-Nash (Abrogation)
In the Islamic legal exegesis, nash is a process whereby a more recent Qurānic verse supersedes or repeals another when both deal with the same topic but may appear to be inconsistent or contradictory. The abrogating text is called nāsih (the active participle of the verb nasah a) and the abrogated one is mansūh (the passive participle). Nash is restricted to the ah . kām (provisions) relating to the commands and prohibitions of the sharī\ah. It does not apply to creed and beliefs .
Nash . took place and was implemented in a very restricted way when the Qurān was being revealed. It has been mentioned in few verses as a way for providing context-specific and gradual guidance to the Prophet and his companions in the interest of Muslims ):
"We do not abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten except that We bring forth (one) better than it or similar to it. Do you not know that Allah is over all things competent?" (The Noble Qurān n.d., The first abrogated text in the Qurān changed the way Muslims prayed. The Prophet was initially commanded that Muslims should face Jerusalem in their prayer, but then he was instructed to face Mecca instead ):
"We have certainly seen the turning of your face, (O Muh . ammad), toward the heaven, and We will surely turn you to a qiblah with which you will be pleased. So turn your face toward al-Masjid al-Haram. And wherever you (believers) are, turn your faces toward it (in prayer)." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 2: 144)
In the absence of any text from Islam's primary sources giving authority to clerics, scholars or "ancestors" to repeal verses at their own will, there have been different opinions and disputes over the scope of the abrogated texts (Bedgali et al. 2017; . Some jurists have resorted to abrogation when they stumbled on apparently contradicting texts which they were unable to reconcile. This, however, does not mean that the same texts cannot be reconciled by another jurist. The divergent rulings of scholars on the number and scale of the abrogated texts are a consequence of the fact that they are subject to scholars' ijtihād, i.e., "independent analogical reasoning" (Esposito n.d.) . A jurist may perceive texts as contradictory or mutually exclusive, while another jurist may find that a complementary relationship is discernible.
Some scholars have justified abrogation by reference to the fact that the Qurān was revealed over a period of more than two decades, and therefore new rulings were needed to meet the changing circumstances of Muslims . They implicitly accept that there are contradictory texts in the Qurān. A staunch opponent of abrogation, Al-Banna (2011), argued that it is erroneous to accept the rule of recency or a change of circumstance as reasons for abrogating verses just because these were the grounds used by some early Muslim scholars. If such flimsy reasons are permissible for repealing divine texts, then the process would have to continue on to the present day to customize the texts to the new needs and circumstances of Muslims around the world. Al-Banna also raises the concern that as the Qurān is the word of God, does abrogation mean that, initially, God made mistakes by revealing the abrogated texts, then He corrected Himself by revealing the more recent abrogating verses? Abrogation raises serious questions as to whether the divine message is subservient to the rulings of scholars and their political agendas, or whether divinity should provide guidance to scholars. It reverses the power relationship between divinity and humans by allowing scholars to exercise authority over the divine message by firstly using their own logic and ijtihād (opinion) to decide which verses are contradictory from their own perspective, and secondly, prioritizing and declaring some of the texts as void. This means that scholars, who are supposed to be guided and guide others by the teachings of the Qurān, are at liberty to pass judgment and make corrections to the divine message. This practice is at odds with the traditionalist salafis' creed, which advocates absolute adherence to the concept of tawh .ī d (monotheism) and ardent rejection of the role of human logic, subjectivity, and speculation (Wiktorowicz 2006 In the absence of any text from Islam's primary sources giving authority to clerics, scholars or "ancestors" to repeal verses at their own will, there have been different opinions and disputes over the scope of the abrogated texts (Bedgali et al. 2017; . Some jurists have resorted to abrogation when they stumbled on apparently contradicting texts which they were unable to reconcile. This, however, does not mean that the same texts cannot be reconciled by another jurist. The divergent rulings of scholars on the number and scale of the abrogated texts are a consequence of the fact that they are subject to scholars' ijtihād, i.e., "independent analogical reasoning" (Esposito n.d.b) . A jurist may perceive texts as contradictory or mutually exclusive, while another jurist may find that a complementary relationship is discernible.
Some scholars have justified abrogation by reference to the fact that the Qurān was revealed over a period of more than two decades, and therefore new rulings were needed to meet the changing circumstances of Muslims . They implicitly accept that there are contradictory texts in the Qurān. A staunch opponent of abrogation, Al-Banna (2011), argued that it is erroneous to accept the rule of recency or a change of circumstance as reasons for abrogating verses just because these were the grounds used by some early Muslim scholars. If such flimsy reasons are permissible for repealing divine texts, then the process would have to continue on to the present day to customize the texts to the new needs and circumstances of Muslims around the world. Al-Banna also raises the concern that as the Qurān is the word of God, does abrogation mean that, initially, God made mistakes by revealing the abrogated texts, then He corrected Himself by revealing the more recent abrogating verses? Abrogation raises serious questions as to whether the divine message is subservient to the rulings of scholars and their political agendas, or whether divinity should provide guidance to scholars. It reverses the power relationship between divinity and humans by allowing scholars to exercise authority over the divine message by firstly using their own logic and ijtihād (opinion) to decide which verses are contradictory from their own perspective, and secondly, prioritizing and declaring some of the texts as void. This means that scholars, who are supposed to be guided and guide others by the teachings of the Qurān, are at liberty to pass judgment and make corrections to the divine message. This practice is at odds with the traditionalist salafis' creed, which advocates absolute adherence to the concept of tawḥīd (monotheism) and ardent rejection of the role of human logic, subjectivity, and speculation (Wiktorwicz 2006 by accepting His unity and being sincere to him, obeying his orders, and keeping away from his prohibitions, this is Islam . . . so Islam is being led by God's orders and obeying His orders out of submissiveness, humbleness, humility, and a desire to satisfy Him. Yes."
The first Muslim exegete to deny abrogation was Abū Muslim Al-Is . fahānī (868-934), a prominent figure during the \Abbāsid dynasty. His books are no longer available but his arguments were mentioned by his contemporaries who criticized him (Bedgali et al. 2017) . Al-Is . fahānī accepted that some verses were abrogated during the Prophet's life, such as changing the Muslims' direction during prayer, but he insisted that abrogation ended with the Prophet's life. He relied on this verse:
"Falsehood cannot approach it from before it or from behind it; (it is) a revelation from a (Lord who is) Wise and Praiseworthy." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 41: 42) Al-Is . fahānī argued that abrogation amounted to ascribing falsehood to Qurānic texts, whereas the Qurān embodied i'jaz (inimitability), a key quality which, according to Muslims, authenticates the Prophetic status of Muh . ammad (PBUH) by eliminating doubts about its possible composition by a human being. This characteristic of the Qurān, which all Muslims hold to be true, means that it is free of any deficiency, flaw, or distortion to require the abrogation of verses by those who were supposed to be guided by it.
In an article entitled 'Quranic I'jāz', the Saudi Minister of Islamic Affairs Sheikh Salih . Al Al-Sheikh (2009) pointed out the importance of i'jāz in authenticating the prophethood because it provides evidence of the superiority of God's word in comparison with human speech:
"Being inimitable, the Quran is evidence of the truth of Muhammad's (PBUH) Prophetic status and that it (the Qurān) has been revealed by God. On the other hand, it (I'jaz) relates to the study of the word of God, the Almighty, in that the Quran is not similar to human speech, and God's speech is not like that of humans."
If the Qurān embodies God's perfection, it does not make sense that its verses should be subjected to the scrutiny and opinions of scholars who lack God's qualities. Abrogation hands power to scholars by allowing them to rule on which verses should remain valid or be declared void. Further, Ibn Bāz's definition of Islam as surrendering to God's orders with humility, humbleness, and submissiveness does not tally with the act of repealing parts of His orders.
As far as the concept of jihād is concerned, limiting the scope of abrogation reconciles both parts of the Islamic trajectory, the peaceful Meccan and the jihādi Medinan, in a complementary relationship to form a multi-faceted and sophisticated strategy for peace and war with a spectrum of alternative responses in dealing with non-Muslims in various contexts. This constitutes the only complete and authentic Prophetic methodology. Widening the scope of abrogation, on the other hand, would repeal the earlier verses which commanded forgiveness and cessation of fighting against those who do not fight Muslims and would subsequently limit the purpose of the Muslims' existence in the world to fighting non-Muslims.
The traditionalist salafis' view on abrogation is based on the legacy of medieval scholars Ibn Bāz n.d.) who seem to have been generous on abrogation. The late former Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia (between 1993-99), Ibn Bāz (n.d.), ruled that the Medinan "verse of the sword" (The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 5) had superseded the earlier verses which commanded kindness, patience, and forgiveness. This ruling has been passed down to the traditionalist salafis, which they appear to have embraced opportunistically under the pretext of deference to the opinions of scholars of the past. "Because the number of Muslims was small and their many enemies had authority and power, it was the wisdom of God to prevent his messenger and Meccan Muslims from the jihād by hand, and he ordered them to suffice Jihād with the tongue and advocacy."
After the Prophet and early Muslims migrated to Medina and settled there, the Medinan Sūrahs started to be revealed. Ibn Bāz pointed out that these Sūrahs gradually developed militant Jihād into a duty on Muslims. Initially, God gave the Prophet permission to wage jihād because Muslims were oppressed:
"Permission (to fight) has been given to those who are being fought, because they were wronged. And indeed, Allah is competent to give them victory." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 22: 39) Then, fighting Jihād became compulsory for Muslims:
"Fighting has been enjoined upon you while it is hateful to you. But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah Knows, while you know Ibn Bāz said that "many of the revealed verses (during the Almighty incited (Muslims) on it, and commanded it in Prophet, peace be upon him."
The verses below made Jihād a duty upon Muslims, say Aljazeera.net (2014) and is available at: http
This verse too was quoted by Al-Baghdādī in his exhortation fo Mosul on 4 July 2014 (Al-Baghdādī 2014). "They wish you would disbelieve as they disbelieved so you would be alike. So do not take from among them allies until they emigrate for the cause of Allah. But if they turn away, then seize them and kill them wherever you find them and take not from among them any ally or helper." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 4: 89)
Then, "the verse of the sword was revealed" to supersede all the former verses that commanded forgiveness and making peace with those who did not fight Muslims. "Muslim scholars", a reference to medieval and subsequent scholars, were cited by Ibn Bāz (n.d.) to have said: 
"This is the verse of the sword, it is the verse of Jihād, the verse of getting down to work seriously, (and dedicating) money and the self to fight God's enemies until they enter into God's religion, repent from their polytheism, pray regularly, and give zakat."
The text of the verse of the sword is as follows: Ibn Bāz mentioned other Qurānic verses which deal with fighting different non-Muslim groups without mentioning the word jihād, to further substantiate his arguments. For instance, he said that advice on the treatment of dhimmis or "ʾahl al-Kitaab" ("the people of the Scripture", i.e., Jews and Christians), in the battlefield and afterwards, was given in the following verse:
"Fight those who do not believe in Allah or in the Last Day and who do not consider unlawful what Allah and His Messenger have made unlawful and who do not adopt the religion of truth from those who were given the Scripture-(fight) until they give the jizyah willingly while they are humbled."
(The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 29)
"And fight against the disbelievers collectively as they fight against you collectively. And know that Allah is with the righteous (who fear Him)." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 36)
"This is the verse of the sword, it is the verse of Jihād, the verse of getting down to work seriously, (and dedicating) money and the self to fight God's enemies until they enter into God's religion, repent from their polytheism, pray regularly, and give zakat."
The text of the verse of the sword is as follows:
"And when the sacred months have passed, then kill the polytheists wherever you find them and capture them and besiege them and sit in wait for them at every place of ambush. But if they should repent, establish prayer, and give zakah, let them (go) on their way. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 5)
Ibn Bāz mentioned other Qurānic verses which deal with fighting different non-Muslim groups without mentioning the word jihād, to further substantiate his arguments. For instance, he said that advice on the treatment of dhimmis or "
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He concludes that should Muslims become powerful and gain authority and standing in the world, the verse of the sword would be put into practice. However, if Muslims become weak and unable to fight all, then it is acceptable to fight according to their ability and leave off those who leave them off, if they can (Ibn Bāz n.d.). It is, however, important to point out that the word "sword" has never been mentioned in the Quran, and it was only at a later stage of the Islamic history that the said "verse of the sword" was named as such by jurists.
Ibn Bāz's argumentation on militant Jihād draws on what he called the consensus of the righteous salaf and Muslim scholars, which, in effect, sets a precedent. While the consensus on jihād and the abrogating effect of the verse of the sword have been reached through the ijtihād of scholars of the past, further ijtihād is not allowed by traditionalist salafi scholars once a consensus has been established (Esposito n.d.). As succeeding scholars agree with their esteemed predecessors, the accumulation of their consistent opinions forms a consensus which cannot be challenged. While the ijtihād of medieval scholars over the issue of abrogation demonstrates the exercise of scholarly authority over the divine texts, the scholars' own ijtihād, or opinion, has become so entrenched that it cannot be challenged. It follows that the traditionalist salafis' understanding of the divine texts has to pass through, and is constrained by, the rulings of early Muslim scholars. This constitutes another insurmountable procedural hurdle that gives permanence to the ruling of the scholars of the past on jihād.
The early scholars' opinions on abrogation were informed by testimonies from the Prophet's companions, who were not infallible. Al-Banna (2011) argues that the Prophet's companions and the ancestors could have used their discretion, made an error of judgement, or overlooked details in reporting an event. He adds that jurists have estimated the number of abrogated texts at between 565 and 66 verses, which is testimony of the fact that abrogation is merely a matter of opinion. Further, when the Qurān was being revealed, there were occasions when the Prophet asked his companions to add newly revealed verses in specific places within existing sūrahs. Al-Banna contends that there were two verses (9: 128, 129) which the Prophet asked his companions to add at a later date to the same sūrah containing the verse of the sword. The text for verses 127, 128, and 129, of Surah 9, is cited below to shed some light on the context and meaning: "And whenever a surah is revealed, they look at each other, (saying), 'Does anyone see you (if you walked away)?' and then they dismiss themselves. Allah has dismissed their hearts because they are a people who do not understand (127). There has certainly come to you a Messenger from among yourselves. Grievous to him is what you suffer; (he is) concerned over you and to the believers is kind and merciful (128). But if they turn away, (O Muhammad), say, 'Sufficient for me is Allah; there is no deity except Him. On Him I have relied, and He is the Lord of the Great Throne'." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 127-29)
Should abrogation stand and the rule of recency apply, it is legitimate to argue that the revelation of the above verses after the verse of the sword was for the purpose of abrogating the latter (Al-Banna 2011).
Online Discourse on Jihād
Traditionalist salafis enthusiastically discuss militant jihād online: its types, terms, and conditions, rewards, and how it was and should be practiced. Preachers, scholars, and religious elites alike contribute to the revitalization of contemporary Islamic discourse on jihād. For example, Al-\Ansi (2017), a Yemeni salafi scholar, published an article on the website of the Association of Yemeni Scholars entitled:
(Jihād on God's path is a Muslim's Profitable Trade), in which he quoted verse 111 of "the Repentance" sūrah:
"Indeed, Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their properties (in exchange) for that they will have Paradise. They fight in the cause of Allah, so they kill and are killed. (It is) a true promise (binding) upon Him in the Torah and the Gospel and the Qur'an. And who is truer to his covenant than Allah? So rejoice in your transaction which you have contracted. And it is that which is the great attainment." (The Noble Qurān n.d., 9: 111)
Al-'Ansi argued that the verse included a transactional contract between God and the believer -God is the buyer, the believer is the seller, the goods are the self and own property, and the price or reward is paradise. The procedure or process-for the delivery of the goods, and then receiving the price-is jihād on God's path. Jihād, for Al-'Ansi, is tantamount to the actual handover between the parties involved in the transaction, which is achieved through "they kill and are killed". There is nothing in between the seller (the Mujāhid) and the price (paradise), other than to be killed, Al-'Ansi asserts. This interpretation seems to incite Muslims to take to jihād without necessarily being in a situation requiring self-defense, and a reward is promised in return. The verse is presented to followers out of context as though it were an instruction from an operations manual. It suggests that Jihād is a default activity of the Muslims' existence, due to a pre-destined transaction with God committing them to killing or being killed.
Al-Najdiy (2012), a preacher who publishes on the salafi website "ahlalhadeeth", identified two types of jihād: the "Seeking [the infidels] jihād'", a reference to offensive jihād for the purpose of spreading Islam, and the "Defense jihad", which is waged in response to an external attack. In an article entitled "Motives for the Seeking jihād and the Justification for Killing the Kuffar and Fighting Them", he advises on the circumstances permitting Muslims to initiate the Seeking jihād: "The motive that permits the Muslims' move-if they have the ability-to fight the Seeking (of the polytheists) jihād is the existence of infidel entities that raise the word of infidelity to compete with the prominence of Allah's word, and its purpose is to uphold Allah's word on earth and to clear the atmosphere of everything that prevents the spread of Islam in the universe."
In response to the question "is jihād compulsory in the present time?", Sheikh S .ā lih . Al-Fawzān said (Quoted in Ajurry.com; Al-Fawzān 2010):
"If Muslims have the power and can wage jihād and invade in Allah's name, then this is a must on the ruler. It is within the authorities of the ruler to form armies for invasion. He leads the armies himself or delegates to a leader, as the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) did. If Muslims are unable to fight the infidels, they postpone the jihād until they can fight, but their fight in this case should remain for defense, they fight whoever wants their country or conquers it, in defense of their sanctity. But if they have power, then they wage a Seeking (of the infidels) fight to spread Islam.
Al-fawzan's answer suggests that Muslims have a duty to wage offensive jihād and invade whenever they have the ability and power to do so. The only reason for postponing jihād is the lack of power or preparedness. While the spread of Islam is cited as the driving force, the only relevant characteristic of the enemy is being "infidel".
Additionally, fifty two Saudi salafi scholars called for jihād, mobilization, and unity to overthrow Bashar Al-Assad's regime, while the Council of Senior Scholars, headed by the Grand Mufti of the Kingdom, Sheikh \Abd al-\Aziz Bin \Abd Allah Al-Sheikh, called on "the Muslim nation" to do all they can to support "the oppressed and the mujāhidīn [jihādis] in Syria" (Alkhaleejonline 2015, October 6). The statement and description "oppressed" invoke a verse which was revealed to the Prophet giving him permission to wage jihād because Muslims were oppressed (The Noble Qurān 22: 39). Jihād needs to have a moral and religious justification, and by invoking a Qurānic text militancy becomes an act of religious allegiance.
Conclusions
The traditionalist salafis' online literature on Jihād makes the case for militancy, theologically and intellectually. Scholars, preachers, and clerics alike are proactive on the media jihād front through preaching, teaching, and advice using the strategy of "jihād by the tongue and advocacy". Highly charged fatwas are issued by elites and volunteer clerics to promote and normalize militant jihād as a duty on Muslims and the alternative vehicle for change. Islam is presented as the driving force, goal, and legitimizing authority, while preachers portray themselves as pious expert agents whose role is to explain, clarify, and advice on the best ways to perform the holy war of jihād, its types, rewards, and list of Qurānic verses that endorse their fatwas. A variety of techniques are employed by this faction to justify militancy, including the focus on this sense of the concept of jihad, the use of selective citations from the Qurān, the abrogation of verses, and seeking justification from the ijtihād and ijmā\ of medieval scholars.
Islamic legal scholarship points out a range of meanings of jihād in the Qurān, extending from a Muslim's struggle to maintain their faith and observe Islamic practices to offering support to the disadvantaged by striving to overcome economic hardship (Kassam et al. 2018) . However, the concept underwent a process of evolution because early Muslim scholars prioritized the meaning of a holy war with a view to securing the survival of the religious community and the protection of their land against external threat (Afsaruddin 2019). The medieval scholar Ibn Taymiyyah extended the target of this holy war to include both external and domestic oppressors and tyranny (al-buġāt) (Kassam et al. 2018) . The traditionalist salafis appear to have embraced this narrow sense of jihād unequivocally, and their reverence for Ibn Taymiyyah has earned him the title of Sheikh al-Islām (the Sheikh of Islam). While the "verse of the sword" has often been cited to justify militancy and violence, the word "sword" ( ) has never been mentioned in the Quran and it was only at a later stage of the Islamic history that the said verse was named as such.
Early jurists and scholars of the past provided divergent rulings which repealed Qurānic texts when they stumbled on what they believed were irreconcilable Qurānic verses. In the absence of a text from Islam's primary sources giving authority or guidance to religious authorities to take the liberty and repeal texts, there has been disparity in opinion on the scope and number of abrogated texts.
The traditionalist salafis' argumentation and discourse on militant jihād draws on the ijtihād, or opinion, and 'ijmā\, or consensus, of the esteemed "pious ancestors" and scholars of the past, allowing the abrogation of the Meccan verses which commanded forgiveness and peace with non-Muslims who do not fight Muslims. The abrogation of Qurānic texts is justified as a binding act of uniformity with the consensus of the scholars of the past and the ancestors. This opportunistic subservience to the opinion of the ancestors has given rise to competing narratives and fatwas that are constructed to invigorate militancy under the pretext of fighting "in the name of Allah" and in the footsteps of the "Prophetic methodology". The abrogation of the Meccan verses scaled down the Prophetic methodology by rendering over a decade of its early history as void. This subsequently bolstered the significance of the Medinan experience, which was characterized by religious wars, rivalry, and hostility. The traditionalist salafis' guidance leaves followers with no option or purpose in life other than militancy "on the path of Allah" (fī sabīl Allāh).
The unequivocal embrace of abrogation is inconsistent with the traditionalist salafis' creed at different levels. First, it reverses the power relationship between divinity and humans by subjecting God's word to the scrutiny, opinion, and political agendas of scholars. Second, it raises serious questions about the Qurān's unique quality of i'jaz ("inimitability"), which authenticates the Prophetic status of Muh . ammad (PBUH) and proves the superiority and perfection of the word of God. Third, it could implicitly suggest that God corrected Himself by replacing the abrogated texts with the abrogating ones. These points and the above discussion on abrogating the Meccan verses prove a level of pragmatism on the part of the traditionalist salafis in that they do not hesitate in employing methods which are not totally compatible with their creed and claim to authenticity if/when they are congruous with their political strategy. The focus on militant Jihād serves their political and military ambitions regionally, and the strategy then has to steer the religious arguments and selection of evidence.
From this perspective, the rulings of the ancestors and scholars of the past cannot be repealed because once a consensus has been reached, further ijtihād is not allowed. Ironically, the ijtihād and 'ijmā\ of scholars of the past have repealed divine texts, but the uniformity of the successive scholars' verdicts has consolidated their rulings to the extent that they have become immune to abrogation. It is justifiable to conclude that traditionalist salafis' channel their understanding and interpretation of the divine texts through the rulings of early Muslim scholars. In doing so, they authenticate but also severely constrain their own ability to exercise ijtihād and engage intellectually with the Qurānic texts and their interpretation within the current reality. The practice constitutes an insurmountable procedural hurdle that gives permanence to the rulings of the scholars of the past in favor of militant jihād. This reminds us of Schacht's (1964) comment that the gradual accumulation of a consensus seemed to suggest that no scholar could any longer be considered sufficiently equipped for new ijtihād in Islamic religious law. He concluded that subsequent religious activity had, therefore, been limited to the clarification and implementation of the teachings of Islam by reference to the established consensus.
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Previous studies have portrayed the traditionalist salafis as apolitical for a variety of reasons, including their theologically framed discourse, having been co-opted by the Saudi government, and for abstaining from modern methods of political and social organization, concepts, and symbols that are of western origin 1 . Additionally, their online discourse on militant jihād is mainly in Arabic. Therefore, their political activity is not visible, or may not be noticeable, in the modern political sphere. Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 208) referred to them as "purists" whose activities emphasized nonviolent methods and focused on "propagation, purification, and education". He suggested that they were "the least likely (of all salafi factions) to support the use of violence" Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 234) . Likewise, Hassan (2016, p. 1) described them as "politically submissive", while Olidort (2016) argued that conservative salafism has been misconstrued and erroneously judged as a political concept, whereas, in fact, it is a theological one. Olidort added that their publishing activity focused on ritual observance and the theological concepts. For instance, the late Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Ibn Bāz (1990, p. 27) , criticized pan-Arab nationalism as an un-Islamic, infidel, oppressive, and immoral entity.
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Previous studies have portrayed the traditionalist salafis as apolitical for a variety of reasons, including their theologically framed discourse, having been co-opted by the Saudi government, and for abstaining from modern methods of political and social organization, concepts, and symbols that are of western origin 1 . Additionally, their online discourse on militant jihād is mainly in Arabic. Therefore, their political activity is not visible, or may not be noticeable, in the modern political sphere. Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 208) referred to them as "purists" whose activities emphasized nonviolent methods and focused on "propagation, purification, and education". He suggested that they were "the least likely (of all salafi factions) to support the use of violence" Wiktorowicz (2006, p. 234) . Likewise, Hassan (2016, p. 1) described them as "politically submissive", while Olidort (2016) argued that conservative salafism has been misconstrued and erroneously judged as a political concept, whereas, in fact, it is a theological one. Olidort added that their publishing activity focused on ritual observance and the theological concepts.
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